
Extended 
Reception 

VENUE + RENTALS 
PLANNING + DESIGN

FLORAL + DECOR
PHOTO + VIDEO

CHAMPAGNE + CAKE
DIGITAL INVITATION
OFFICIANT + MUSIC

With the Extended Reception Minne Wedding™
you are getting 3.5 hours of fun and festivities!
Your wedding will start at 6:00pm and end at
9:30pm.

Thanks for your interest in our
Extended Reception. Here's the

skinny on having a maxi Minne...

The Whim
October 13, 2024

2 ADDITIONAL HOURS
PLANNING + STAFF

CUSTOMIZABLE TIMELINE
ADDITIONAL DECOR

Extended Reception Minne Wedding™ Package

$9450

Add on up to 
15 more guests 

for $1800



Additional Information
Wow, an Extended Reception Minne Wedding™ sounds
awesome! What else do we need to know?

Our catering and beverage partners will work with you to
create a custom reception menu. You will be connected to
these representatives about six months prior to your wedding
or upon booking, whichever is sooner. The food and beverage
minimum for the Extended Reception Minne Wedding™ (before
tax and fees) is $2,000. An hors d'oeuvres reception, buffet, or
sit down dinner - you can do any kind of food service style you
desire!  If you would like to see sample proposals please
email: amy@minneweddings.com

Our team will take good care of you every step of the way. We
schedule a kickoff call to get the process started right after
you book. Additionally, we will work with you to create your
custom day-of wedding timeline and coordinate any logistics. 

Next Steps

1. Contact Amy Red for a booking link
to reserve the Extended Reception
Minne Wedding timeslot
Sign the contract and pay the 50%
deposit online

2.

3.If you are ready 
to book 

your wedding...

Many couples choose to personalize their
Extended Reception Minne Wedding™  by
adding entertainment, such as live music or
a photo booth. We can give you
recommendations for vendors to make your
wedding even more amazing.

                   Your wedding is set, go
get your marriage license!
Celebrate! 



FAQ

Is dancing allowed? Can we do toasts?

Will there be photo
and/or video coverage of
the extended reception?

What about COVID-19?

We've all seen Footloose and know what
happens when you ban dancing, Kevin Bacon
shows up in some tight jeans and saves the
Senior Prom. We would never want to prohibit
dancing, but the format and size of an
Extended Reception Minne Wedding™ doesn't
work for a ragin' dance party. You are able to
have up to three special dances (i.e. first dance,
Father Daughter dance) with limited
participants.

Can the ceremony be
longer since we have
more time?

Yes, adding toasts and/or speeches makes for
a really memorable wedding and we love to
hear them! A microphone can be available
upon request and may incur an additional
charge.

Photography coverage is for 90 minutes
beginning at the start of your Extended
Reception Minne Wedding™ and videography
coverage is for the ceremony only and also
must happen within the first 90 minutes. You
may add on additional coverage of one or both
services, as well as additional finished
products. Shoot us an email for pricing on the
various options. 

Currently there are no restrictions that would
impact your Extended Reception Minne
Wedding™, yay! 

Yes, we are able to accommodate a longer
ceremony without compromising the rest of
your Minne Wedding™ experience. You will
work with your officiant to customize the
ceremony. If you are bringing your own officiant
that works too!

Can we do a "first look"?

Yes! We will coordinate this with you to make
this moment happen upon your arrival. 



“We loved every part of our Minne
Weddings experience! From booking to
sorting through the details, the Minne

Weddings team were professional,
gracious, and always responded right
away. The day of our wedding was a

dream. We really did just have to 'show
up!' It was so incredibly beautiful and

we couldn’t recommend Minne
Weddings more!"

- GRACE + VINCENT

QUESTIONS
Still have questions about our Extended
Reception Minne Wedding™? Let's chat! 

Amy Red | Executive Director

amy@minneweddings.com
(612) 245-5902

@tinyweddingsmpls

/minneweddings

@minneweddings
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